
photographed traipsing round a cosmetics factory with his wife.

Kim was visiting the production plant in Pyongyang with his secretive partner, Ri Sol-
ju, and called on women in his country to be 'more beautiful'.

His wife has been largely absent from photographs in 2017, and is believed to have
given birth to their third child around the turn of the year. 
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North Korean leader was photographed at the production plant in Pyongyang 
His wife Ri Sol-ju was in attendance after being largely absent for much of 2017 
Kim urged women to be 'more beautiful', the state's news agency reported
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North Korean leader Kim Jong-un swapped nuclear bombs for nail varnish as he was
photographed traipsing round a cosmetics factory with his wife, Ri Sol-ju (far right) 

Kim was visiting the production plant in Pyongyang with his secretive partner, Ri Sol-ju, and
called on women in his country to be 'more beautiful'

However, she was spotted for the first time in months in July as the pair attended a
banquet to celebrate the country's successful test launch of an intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM). 
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She was also out in September, at a banquet to congratulate his nuclear technicians
who steered the country's sixth and largest nuclear test.

The couple wed in 2009, in a marriage believed to have been arranged by his father,
Kim Jong-il.

South Korean intelligence reports have described Ri as coming from an ordinary
family, with her father an academic and her mother a doctor.

She visited South Korea in 2005 as a cheerleader for her country's squad in the Asian
Athletics Championships. 

The ruler was checking up on its research and production after it was recently refurbished

Of the plant, Kim said: 'It has come to have the dream of the women who want to be more
beautiful be realised'
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Ri has become renowned for using expensive accessories and carrying designer
handbags when she appears in public, encouraging women in the state to take a
step away from common haircuts and dress codes. 

Also in attendance at the factory were An Jong-su, vice-chairman of the Central
Committee of the ruling Workers' Party of Korea, and other leading committee
members, including his sister Kim Yo-jong, according to the Korean Central News
Agency (KCNA).

The ruler was checking up on its research and production after it was recently
refurbished.

According to KCNA, Kim said: 'The variety of cosmetics produced by the factory are
numerous and qualitative, and that not only pattern of their vessels but packing
boxes are very nice.

'It has come to have the dream of the women who want to be more beautiful be
realised.'

It comes as North Korea conducted mass evacuation drills in towns across the
country as ‘preparation for war'.

North Korea has conducted mass evacuation drills in towns across the country as possible
‘preparation for war,’ it was reported on Saturday. The photo above, which was released in
August 2017, shows North Korean ruler Kim Jong-un (center) alongside military officers

Sources in the isolated Communist country reported that the rare drills were being
conducted in ‘secondary and tertiary cities and towns’ over the course of the last
week.

There were no reported drills in the capital, Pyongyang.

The drills included so-called ‘blackout’ exercises whereby whole towns would turn
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out all the lights at night time. 

‘I have never heard of this type of training exercises before in North Korea, but am
not surprised,’ Chun In-bum, a former South Korean military officer, said.

‘They must realize how serious the situation is.’

Earlier on Saturday, US Defense Secretary Jim Mattis issued a warning to North
Korea that the country is no match for a decades-old American-South Korean
alliance.

The North says it needs nuclear weapons to counter what it believes is a US effort to strangle
its economy and overthrow the Kim government (Kim, center, supervises the test-fire of a
ground-to-ground medium-to-long range strategic ballistic missile in an undated photo)

'Make no mistake - any attack on the United States or our allies will be defeated, and
any use of nuclear weapons by the North will be met with a massive military
response that is effective and overwhelming,' he said during a news conference in
Seoul on Saturday.
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With South Korean Defense Minister Song Young-moo at his side, Mattis accused the
North and Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un of illegal and unnecessary missile and
nuclear programs - and said the threat of a nuclear missile attack by North Korea is
accelerating. 

Mattis said North Korea engages in 'outlaw' behavior and that the US will never
accept a nuclear North.  

'North Korea has accelerated the threat that it poses to its neighbors and the world
through its illegal and unnecessary missile and nuclear weapons programs,' he said,
adding that US-South Korean military and diplomatic collaboration thus has taken on
'a new urgency'.

As he emphasized throughout his week-long Asia trip, which included stops in
Thailand and the Philippines, Mattis said diplomacy remains the preferred way to
deal with the North. 

South Korea's conservative politicians have also called for the US to bring back tactical
nuclear weapons that were withdrawn from the Korean Peninsula in the 1990s, but Mattis and
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Song (left and right, on Saturday) were strongly dismissive of the idea

Mattis' comments did not go beyond his recent statements of concern about North
Korea, although he appeared to inject a stronger note about the urgency of resolving
the crisis.

While he accused the North of 'outlaw' behavior, he did not mention that President
Donald Trump has ratcheted up his own rhetoric. 

In August, Trump warned the North not to make any more threats against the US and
said that, if it did, it would be met with 'fire and fury like the world has never seen.' 

The North says it needs nuclear weapons to counter what it believes is a US effort to
strangle its economy and overthrow the Kim government. 

South Korea's conservative politicians have also called for the US to bring back
tactical nuclear weapons that were withdrawn from the Korean Peninsula in the
1990s, which they say would make clearer the US intent to use nukes in a crisis. 

But Mattis and Song were strongly dismissive of the idea.

'When considering national interest, it's much better not to deploy them,' said Song,
adding that the allies would have 'sufficient means' to respond to a North Korean
nuclear attack even without placing tactical nukes in the South.  

Trump entered office declaring his commitment to solving the North Korea problem,
asserting that he would succeed where his predecessors had failed.

His administration has sought to increase pressure on Pyongyang through UN
Security Council sanctions and other diplomatic efforts, but the North hasn't budged
from its goal of building a full-fledged nuclear arsenal, including missiles capable of
striking the US mainland. 
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theories after vessel searching for
the missing flight 'disappeared'
for...
Photos of a 'sunken treasure chest' taken off the
coast of Australia have sparked conspiracy theories
surrounding the disappearance of...

event

Bra-vo! Olivia Culpo
wears deeply plunging
sheer top as she steps
out during New York
Fashion Week
Olivia stepped out in Nina
Ricci 

Cardi B turns heads in
a graphic black coat as
she chats animatedly to
a young fan at Jeremy
Scott's New York
Fashion Week show
Sartorial flair 

Becoming Bond,
James Bond: Author
Anthony Horowitz
begins work on official
Casino Royale prequel
showing how the
superspy became 007 

'It has come a long
way but not nearly far
enough': Helen Mirren
reveals she felt female
inequality in her 20s...
and discusses her lack
of confidence

Friends! Kaley Cuoco
is all smiles as she runs
into acting pal David
Spade at celebrity hot
spot Craig's in LA
She was smiling from ear-
to-ear

Singer Fergie dons
glamorous Versace
ensemble to The Four
viewing party alongside
Meghan Trainor... and
announces season 2
return

'I'm awesome! How are
you, man?': Justin
Timberlake surprises
Super Bowl Selfie Kid
Ryan McKenna with a
phone call on Ellen
Received a call 

Blue jean baby! Ashley
Graham flaunts her
famous curves during
launch party for her
denim line collaboration
Covered her assets in a
low-cut denim top

All that glitters! Kaia
Gerber, 16, wears
gigantic sparkling
earrings as she takes
over the Tom Ford show
at New York fashion
Week

Hello sunshine!
Jessica Alba steps out
in yellow Kimono for
shopping spree in
Beverly Hills with
newborn baby Hayes

43 comments

174 comments 2 videos
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Day out with her baby

Fit and fabulous! Amy
Schumer shows off
impressive ABS in first
trailer for I Feel Pretty
with Emily Ratajkowski
and Michelle Williams
Dancing like a stripper

I, know her! Margot
Robbie stuns in flirty
floral co-ord as she
reunites with on-screen
mum Allison Janney at
Santa Barbara Film
Festival

Sarah Jessica Parker
looks elegant in a black
and white dress at
Divorce NYC event...
after Kim Cattrall
thanked her for support
after death of brother

'So now your daughter
is taking provocative
photos of you?' Kim
Kardashian sparks
controversy after
sharing topless shot
taken by North

'Big old hypocrite':
Mama June living with
boyfriend Geno causes
concern for Jennifer
and Janice in preview
clip of her reality show
After her weight loss 

'I have an openness to
any impulses': Andrew
Garfield talks about his
sexuality as he prepares
to star on Broadway in
Angels In America
Lead role

'Little girls named
Stormi are known to
cause trouble!' Stormy
Daniels gives Kylie
Jenner baby name
advice
Congratulated her

Jonathan Cheban
plans to start a family in
two years after meeting
Kim Kardashian's
newborn daughter
Chicago West
Caught baby fever

Ravishing in red!
Hannah Ferguson and
Devon Windsor ooze
glamor in skin baring
couture at New York
Fashion Week bash
Commanded attention

Harvey Weinstein
faces possible arrest in
FIVE California cases
after LAPD sends three
new sex crime reports
to district attorney for
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review

Back to black!
Julianne Moore pairs
drawstring pants with
tailored jacket at Tom
Ford's New York
Fashion Week show
With subtle make-up

Red hot! Charlotte
McKinney oozes
glamour as she shows
off her fabulous figure
in tight mini-dress at
Stuart Weitzman NYFW
Cocktail Party

'Let the man live!'
Torrei Hart defends ex-
husband Kevin after he
drunkenly stormed NFL
Network set at Super
Bowl and dropped the
f-bomb

Domestic goddess!
Makeup-free Ariel
Winter shows off toned
figure in sports bra and
shorts as she picks up
vacuum with beau Levi
Meaden

Thigh's the limit!
Victoria's Secret models
Nina Agdal and Doutzen
Kroes rock kinky over-
the-knee boots for
Stuart Weitzman NYFW
Cocktail Party

Bad Blood! Karlie
Kloss fuels rumors of
feud with Taylor Swift as
she's pictured dining
with singer's enemy
Katy Perry
Enjoying dinner 

EXCLUSIVE: Downcast
Hope Hicks heads to
work a day after lover
Rob Porter resigned as
Trump's Oval Office
aide after domestic
abuse allegations 

EXCLUSIVE: Courtney
Stodden insists 'I'm no
bimbo,' but tells
DailyMailTV her
marriage ended
because she wanted 'to
go screw' other men

Kylie Jenner fans in a
spin after spotting new
mom out in LA with
stroller after Stormi's
birth (but it's just her
wax figure)
Madame Tussauds

'Someone came to
visit!' Doting mum
Victoria Beckham is
surprised by son
Brooklyn, 18, as she
gets to work on her
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NYFW presentation

Pick of the season!
Paris Hilton looks chic
in strawberry print
dress as she jets out of
LAX with fiance Chris
Zylka
Just got engaged 

New love? Kendall
Jenner is seen leaving
the Mercer Hotel in NYC
with a mystery man...
after claims she is on
the rocks with Blake
Griffin

Tarantula terror!
Kourtney's tranquil
sunbathing session
ruined after she
discovers her backyard
is swarming with
spiders in KUWTK

Cream of the crop!
Hailey Baldwin and
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley wow in silky
neutrals for Tom Ford's
New York Fashion Week
show

'I don't want to talk
about it': Mohamed
Hadid's fiancee Shiva
Safei, 37, plans to 'just
focus on myself' in
wake of date rape
allegations against her
beau, 69

Loving her new look!
Malibu girl Kaia Gerber
gives her Daisy Dukes a
break to model beanie
and oversized jacket as
she prepares for NY
fashion week

It's five o'clock
somewhere! Snooki and
Jersey Shore gang
throw back drinks
during wild day in Miami
Haven't put their partying
days behind them

No nanny needed!
Kylie surrounded by
Kardashians and Travis
Scott's family while
adjusting to new mom
life... as Stormi birth
certificate is unveiled

Most eligible man in
the NFL: Jimmy
Garoppolo, 26, Tom
Brady's former backup
gets largest five-year
contract in NFL history
at $137.5 MILLION

'More than just firing
him': Kate Upton says
Guess must 'change the
culture inside the
offices' after Paul
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Marciano sexual
misconduct allegations

Something to Heidi?
Klum suffers a beauty
faux pas as she sports
fake tan on just ONE of
her legs while clad in
daring thigh-split gown
at amfAR Gala

'Charlie Sheen is
bisexual': Actor's
inability to accept his
homosexual urges led
to his 'drug-fueled
downfall' claims former
friend Lenny Dykstra 

The belle of the ball!
Lily James adds a touch
of Hollywood glamour
to the old world glitz of
the Vienna Opera Ball...
as topless protesters
briefly bring it to a halt

Scott Baio accused of
hurling homophobic
slurs at Charles in
Charge co-star after the
boy, 11, walked in on
him 'sexually abusing'
Nicole Eggert'

Skater Shani Davis
sparks race firestorm
after Team USA's luger
Erin Hamlin beats him in
'dishonorable' coin toss
to carry flag at Opening
Ceremony

Are those Justin
Bieber's glasses?
Selena Gomez steps out
in Los Angeles wearing
familiar-looking frames
during coffee run with
gal pal

Jessica Biel reveals
VERY intimate details
about herself as she
stars alongside Chelsea
Handler in sexual health
PSA 
Funny short video

Carnival queen! Curvy
Cardi B dances around
in racy blue bodysuit
while performing in
Trinidad
New York rapper flaunted
her figure 

Family of 3 Doors
Down guitarist file
wrongful death lawsuit
against doctor accused
of feeding musician's
opioid habit before 2016
overdose

Superheroes
assemble! Chris
Hemsworth and Robert
Downey Jr. join
Gwyneth Paltrow,
Scarlett Johansson, and
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Zoe Saldana in Marvel
'class photo'

Fitness guru Tracy
Anderson is to marry for
a third time to man who
was pictured in Town &
Country with his wife
showing off their huge
Hamptons home 

Mommy and me! Nicky
Hilton sports fur-lined
black leather coat as
she pushes daughter
Lily Grace in a cozy
stroller through New
York City streets

White House now
insists Omarosa was
FIRED and 'had limited
contact with president'
after she said America
will 'not be okay' with
him in the Oval Office

Quick change!
Gwyneth Paltrow stands
out in a red dress after
modeling a khaki suit
and floral frock for
photo shoot in Los
Angeles

Jennifer Garner
returning to TV to lead
Lena Dunham's US
remake of Julia Davis'
dark comedy Camping
Show is going out on
Netflix

'I hope I'll be sitting
next to Mel B again this
year': Heidi Klum talks
rumors that fellow
America's Got Talent
judge will be replaced
by Queen Latifah

Grammy-winning
Tejano singer Joe
Lopez, 67, granted
parole after serving 11
years for raping his 13-
year-old niece and
could be freed within
days

'Never say never!'
Sabrina the Teenage
Witch star Melissa Joan
Hart says she feels
'indifferent' about
Netflix's reboot of the
show 

Still ready for action at
62! Bruce Willis dons
sharp vintage suit while
running from gun-toting
villain on the set of
Motherless Brooklyn in
NYC

Get inspired! At the
amfAR Gala, stars like
Joan Smalls, Lucy Hale
and Sienna Miller
showed off pretty
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beauty looks YOU can
copy for Valentine's Day

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Ireland Baldwin hits the
beach for sweet photo
shoot with mom Kim
Basinger... as dad Alec
recovers from hip
replacement

Fast food dash! Kim
Kardashian and
pregnant Khloe
Kardashian cruise
through McDonald's
drive-thru in Los
Angeles in Rolls Royce

Lana Del Rey breaks
down in tears on stage
during Orlando
concert... after man, 43,
was arrested for 'plot to
kidnap her'
Got too much for her

She's bad at love but
not make-up! After
being named the newest
face of Yves Saint
Laurent Beauté, singer
Halsey shows off her
beauty skills

It's Will and Lace!
Braless Debra Messing
dazzles in daring
burgundy gown as she
cuddles up to co-star
Eric McCormack at
show photocall

How to hone a six-
pack at 60: Celebrity
interior designer Kelly
Hoppen, 58, follows
alkaline diet, does
workouts on vacation,
and has TWO trainers

PICTURED: Oscar-
nominated actress Sally
Kirkland, 76, best
known for The Sting and
Anna is seen in hospital
with bandage on head
after bad fall

Diddy reveals the
'craziest place' he's ever
had sex is at a sushi bar
in Malibu where his ex
Jennifer Lopez often
dines with A-Rod

Lupita Nyong'o wows
in a plunging gown
while co-star Florence
Kasumba stands out in
a hot pink number for
Black Panther premiere
in London

EXCLUSIVE: 'There's
nothing better than
being in love' Yolanda
Hadid, 54, gushes over
her new businessman
beau Matt Minnis
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Blosoming romance

Lingerie model Sarah
Stage reveals her baby
boy was diagnosed with
a respiratory virus, days
after her eldest son was
ATTACKED by a dog
Took to Instagram 

GMA anchors throw an
on-air baby shower for
pregnant Ginger Zee as
she enjoys her last day
on set before going on
maternity leave just one
day before her due date

George and Amal
Clooney reveal how
they helped a Yazidi
refugee rebuild his life
in America and sent him
to college in Chicago
after he fled ISIS in Iraq

Age-defying Kristin
Scott Thomas, 57, stuns
in a red princess gown
while Ophelia Lovibond
opts for a chic white
jumpsuit at British Film
Awards in London

Salma Hayek claims
Harvey Weinstein
threatened to 'break my
kneecaps' during
filming of 'Frida' after
she refused to sleep
with him

Black-clad trio! Gigi
Hadid, her mother
Yolanda, and brother
Anwar all step out in
noir looks in New York
City
Kept with the color of the
season

Duke of Cambridge
honors achievements of
young people who have
overcome
homelessness at
Kensington Palace
awards ceremony

He's suited, she's
booted! Ivanka rocks a
trendy pair of $1,300
lace-up leather boots
but goes coat-free
again, as she and Jared
smile their D.C. home 

Dangerous curves!
Iggy Azalea flaunts her
full bottom in tight pink
plaid while showing off
her new Range Rover
convertible on
Instagram

Work it! Kendall
Jenner and Hailey
Baldwin wear sporty
tracksuits with HEELS
at Adidas party in New
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York City 
Made casual clothes look
glamorous

'I'm more happy and
content than ever':
Tomb Raider star Alicia
Vikander talks married
life with Michael
Fassbender and what
makes him 'sweet'

Nicole Eggert claims
she tried to commit
suicide by throwing
herself off an LA bridge
after Scott Baio
'sexually abused her
when she was 14' 

Quentin Tarantino
apologizes to Roman
Polanski's rape accuser
for 'cavalier' remarks
that she was 'down to
party' when the director
'drugged and raped her' 

Will Prince Harry's
forgotten step-sister get
wedding invite?
Camilla's low-key
daughter has a secret
bond with the royal and
his brother

Was there ever any
doubt? Lara Trump
shares an image of her
baby boy Luke
modeling a 'Future
Republican' bib, with
his wild blonde hair
sticking straight up 

'We're expecting baby
number two!' Lucifer
star Rachael Harris, 50,
shares her happy news
with fans
Did not reveal if pregnant
or using surrogate

Radiant Sienna Miller
stuns in a simple black
halterneck dress as she
gets the giggles during
The Tonight Show
appearance
She looked great

'It won't change
anything': Pregnant
Khloe Kardashian hints
stepfather Caitlyn
Jenner will be BANNED
from seeing her baby
amid ongoing feud

Former hair stylist to
the Duchess of
Cambridge reveals the
serum that will help you
recreate Kate's
voluminous curls
Get perfect waves

Ugly Betty reunion!
Pregnant America
Ferrera joins former
castmate Judith Light
for double date in Los
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Angeles
Shared a warm embrace

Faithful friend! Justin
Bieber sports casual
basketball shorts and a
white tee while out to
lunch with pastor and
mentor Carl Lentz in
Beverly Hills

Looking her Best-eros!
Star Wars actress Emilia
Clarke stuns in a floral
dress with a ruffled hem
as she attends the
Centrepoint Awards in
London

Cheryl shows off her
post-baby body as
Prince Charles greets
her and tells model
Neelam Gill 'you've got
to keep the curves' in
flirty exchange

'Wow that actually
makes sense': Kylie
Jenner fans speculate
whether baby Stormi is
named after the
'butterfly effect' on
Twitter

'I still struggle with
self-confidence' Rowan
Blanchard, 16, tells
Wrinkle In Time co-star
Reese Witherspoon she
doesn't want to be
called 'pretentious'

Mom on the go!
Makeup-free Zoe
Saldana keeps her cool
in tank top and ripped
jeans as she runs
errands solo in Los
Angeles

Love is in the air!
Julianne Hough holds
hands with new
husband Brooks Laich
as they return from
romantic getaway to
Paris

Best shopping trip
ever! Drake drops by
Miami supermarket and
splurges $50,000 paying
for groceries for
EVERYONE in the store
His stunning gesture 

A topless Kate Moss, a
$850k nude portrait and
a VERY salacious
Picasso sketch go
under the hammer in
Sotheby's erotic art
auction

Oh baby! Amy
Schumer flashes her
DIAPERS while wearing
very short pink dress
and bonnet as she
stops by Ellen
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DeGeneres' show

Grateful Dead lyricist
John Perry Barlow who
created many of the
legendary band's songs
has died at age 70
Rocker was also an
internet pioneer

'Anyone can put on a
dress and makeup, it's
your mind that will
define you': Angelina
Jolie reveals advice she
gave daughters as she
talks to John Kerry

Nothing but the best!
Kylie Jenner has
'dropped thousands of
dollars' on eco-friendly
products for her
newborn daughter
Stormi

Has Jon Snow come to
claim the Iron Throne?
Kit Harington films
tense scenes with Lena
Headey for hotly
anticipated Game Of
Thrones season eight

Mom's day off!
Charlize Theron leaves
Korean spa in Los
Angeles looking
refreshed after pamper
session 
The 42-year-old has two
adopted children

Tom Hardy screams as
he begins to morph into
Venom as fans are
treated to glimpse of
Michelle Williams during
teaser for Spider-Man
spinoff
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Advertisement

DON'T MISS
Rosie Huntington-

Whiteley proves her
supermodel status in
striking leopard print
coat and skin-tight
leather pants as she
arrives in NYC

'It makes you feel
incredibly proud':
George Clooney gushes
about wife Amal in her
new role as mother...
months after welcoming
twins

Harrison Ford , 75,
gave Alden Ehrenreich,
28, 'invaluable' advice
on how to play Han Solo
in the Star Wars spin-off
Screen legend lends a
helping hand

Blanca Blanco nearly
reveals a little too much
in VERY skimpy green
bikini as she dons UGG
boots for a stroll along
Venice Beach in
California

Social media users
weep over heart-
wrenching detail from
Jack's death in This Is
Us after the nearly-
missed moment was
revealed by fans 

Beaming Goldie Hawn,
72, showcases her
svelte frame in a black
jumpsuit as she makes
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a low-key arrival at LAX
Airport
Epitome of jet-setter chic

'I already answered
that': Oprah shuts down
questions about
presidential bid a month
after her stirring Golden
Globes speech raised
hopes of Winfrey 2020 

Halsey takes the
plunge in a beaded see-
through gown for
amfAR Gala
performance...after
suffering wardrobe
malfunction 

Singer from 90s girl
group Dream who
accused Backstreet
Boys Nick Carter of rape
files report with police
about alleged 2002
incident 

Do YOU want to star in
The Crown? Role in
award-winning Netflix
drama is up for grabs as
part of a glittering
charity auction in aid of
heart charity

Jim Carrey urges
Facebook users to
DELETE their accounts
in protest over Russian
interference in US
election - as he sells
shares in company

Princess Diana's
double! Model Amber
Valletta channels some
of the beloved royal's
most iconic looks in
stunning magazine
shoot

Gisele Bundchen fires
back at critics for
'twisting' her words
after she told her kids
'you have to let
someone else win' after
Tom's Super Bowl loss

'It was the '70s!'
Richard Pryor widow
CONFIRMS he slept with
Marlon Brando...
following Quincy Jones'
wild revelations in
astonishing interview

Leggy looks! Olivia
Culpo, Heidi Klum,
Ashley Graham and
Halsey flash a glimpse
of thigh as they lead the
style pack at NYC's
amfAR gala

She means business!
Victoria Beckham looks
effortlessly chic as she
gets to work on New
York Fashion Week
presentation amid Spice
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Girls reunion rumors

Duchess Kate's
entrepreneur uncle Gary
Goldsmith, 52, is seen
leaving the
Conservative Party ball
in London after
spending the night
partying with 

No longer a mystery!
Yolanda Hadid's new
boyfriend revealed to be
businessman Matt
Minnis
Reality mom, 54, moving
on after divorce 

Home Improvement
actor Mickey Jones who
also appeared on
Justified and National
Lampoon's Vacation
dies after long illness
aged 76

SNL's Leslie Jones
attacks Atlanta
restaurant she says
treated them like 'black
people trying to get out
of paying' when she
complained about food 

EXCLUSIVE: Lisa
Marie Presley's
estranged husband
Michael Lockwood
claims she is hiding
millions as he hounds
her for spousal support 

Sailor Brinkley Cook,
19, lead cast of models
posing NUDE for
empowering Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit
spread as the magazine
embraces 'evolution' 

The Queen and her
coat of many colors!
Maxima of the
Netherlands wears a
striking combination of
blue and brown on trip
to China

'He stole a lot of
songs': Quincy Jones
says Michael Jackson
plagiarized other artists
and his 1982 hit Billie
Jean was a ripoff of a
Donna Summer song

Super Mario takes the
Winter Olympics by
storm! US curler Matt
Hamilton wins fans for
his likeness to Nintendo
plumber as Games get
underway 

'We haven't yet jumped
ship': John Cena
confirms wedding with
Nikki Bella will still
happen
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Opened up about the
rumors of a split

'Like a bad Tinder date
that lasted three years':
Final Fifty Shades film
is lashed by the critics
with atrocious reviews
despite studio's attempt
to shield it 

'Women should work
together': Omarosa
Manigault and Brandi
Glanville team up
against guys on
premiere of Celebrity
Big Brother

'You didn't give a
gratuity!': David
Letterman calls George
Clooney out for not
tipping restaurant
employee in promo for
his new show

Singer Halsey suffers
HUGE wardrobe
malfunction after
attendee steps on her
long black dress at
amfAR Gala in New York
City

'Fluidity is the future':
Lord of the Rings star
Sir Ian McKellen says
young people don't
want their sexuality to
be labelled 
Came out 30 years ago

'She'll be the best
mom ever!': Hailey
Baldwin applauds Kylie
Jenner for 'mature'
pregnancy as new mom
shows off roses in
Stormi's name

Heidi Klum expertly
avoids a wardrobe
malfunction as she puts
on a leggy display in a
daring thigh-split gown
at amfAR Gala in New
York

'How to be as thin as
possible without dying':
Twitter users blast
Gwyneth Paltrow's
Goop over article that
tells readers how to
'achieve leanest livable
weight'

Albino model reveals 
he went from fending off
school bullies to
featuring in Vogue - and
says he wouldn't
change the way he
looks 'for anything'

Attack of the celebrity
spawn! Sistine Stallone,
Delilah Belle Hamlin and
Sailor Lee Brinkley-
Cook look stunning on
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the amfAR Gala red
carpet in NYC

'If you start this early,
there's no shame':
Jessica Biel reveals she
and husband Justin
Timberlake 'started sex
education' for son Silas,
two

Team USA skier
Lindsey Vonn live
tweets about being
single and traveling with
her dog while her flight
to the 2018 Winter
Olympics was delayed 

Wednesday worship!
Kourtney Kardashian
arrives solo while Justin
Bieber and shy Selena
Gomez park
underground at church
services in LA

Modern Family star
Sarah Hyland shows off
toned stomach in sports
bra and leggings as she
grabs groceries after
gym session in Los
Angeles

'Our hearts are
bursting': How I Met
Your Mother's Lyndsy
Fonseca announces
birth of daughter Greta
Lilia with husband Noah
Bean

Riverdale star Camila
Mendes reveals she has
to wear same $10 nail
color in every episode -
and says shade reveals
a lot about character's
dark side

Stephen Colbert
awards Elon Musk the
prize for 'Most Midlife
Crisis' and hands over
his own 'King Nerd'
crown following
SpaceX's launch

Shirtless Jaden Smith
sports $5,500 Louis
Vuitton X Supreme
purse... before showing
off abs during Malibu
surf session
Enjoying his wealth

Oprah Winfrey hosts
her SuperSoul
Conversations with
Salma Hayek in New
York City 
In front of a live audience
at the Apollo Theater

Music legend Quincy
Jones says that
Microsoft co-founder
Paul Allen can play
guitar and SING almost
as well as Jimi Hendrix 
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Bold comparison

Specs appeal! Katie
Holmes sports a pair of
sunglasses that secret
love Jamie Foxx is paid
to advertise
Sporting a pair of his
brand's shades 

Harvey Kinkle from
Sabrina The Teenage
Witch looks VERY
different from his teen
heartthrob days... and
fans can't believe it
All-American image

Soccer star David
Beckham, 42, dedicates
some special time to
mom Sandra as he
treats her to breakfast at
The Ritz hotel in London

Surf's up! Miley Cyrus
watches beau Liam
Hemsworth catch a few
waves while surfing in
Malibu
Smitten pair have been on
non-stop vacation

Brazilian model
Daniela Braga goes
topless under jacket
paired with tuxedo
pants at amfAR gala in
New York City
Put cleavage on show 

Here comes the model:
Hailey Baldwin wows in
bridal-inspired semi-
sheer embroidered
gown for amfAR gala in
NYC
Bridal white

Adele's 13-bed former
country manor home in
England is on the
market for $10 million 
Singer lived at sprawling
south coast home in 2011
and 2012

Bumping around town!
Pregnant Khloe
Kardashian covers up in
white dress with pink
duster coat for lunch
outing
29 weeks pregnant

Kim Kardashian shows
off her toned legs in
biker shorts and leather
trenchcoat as she stops
by family's DASH store
Turning heads as always

Shannen Doherty
keeps it low-key in
comfortable sweatshirt
and hat while shopping
for groceries in Malibu
90210 star looked fit in a
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pair of stretch pants

Just heavenly!
Victoria's Secret models
Elsa Hosk, Nina Agdal,
and Devon Windsor
flash the flesh in eye-
popping couture at
amfAR red carpet

Ashley Graham
commands attention in
a sultry strapless purple
gown with a daring
thigh-high split at the
NYC amfAR gala
Glamorous event 

Emma Watson keeps
cosy in a chunky red
knit and baker boy cap
as she and Glee's Chord
Overstreet attend a gig 
Took a break at a concert
in Hollywood

Velvet crush: Victoria's
Secret model Georgia
Fowler puts on a busty
display in a floral and
lilac gown at the amfAR
Gala in New York
Looked sensational 

'I thought of my
daughter': Salma Hayek
reveals feeling too
ashamed at first to
accuse Harvey
Weinstein
Talking about producer

Taking the plunge!
Taraji P. Henson and La
La Anthony turn heads
in cleavage revealing
gowns at amfAR
Made the most of her
ample assets 

'I never used to eat
salads, and now I'm
juicing!': Model Kate
Moss lost an inch off
her waist in 10 days
after overhauling her
'party girl' lifestyle

Prince William reveals
his 'worry' for young
girls and urges them not
to copy airbrushed pics
they see online as he
joins rapper Professor
Green at schhol

Grand slam beauty!
Blac Chyna rocks
baseball jersey as she
shops at exclusive
jewelry store in Beverly
Hills... amidst
Kardashian legal drama

EXCLUSIVE: Yolanda
Hadid gushes over
daughter Gigi's
boyfriend Zayn Malik...
as she reveals whether
an engagement is on
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the cards for the couple

Heather Graham looks
lovely in a gray
patterned one-shoulder
gown as she screens
her directorial debut
movie in Hollywood
Very glamorous 

Denim darling!
Kourtney Kardashian
flashes black bra in
white T-shirt and jeans
ensemble while running
errands with son Mason
in Los Angeles

Bundled up! Kendall
Jenner stays warm in
oversized plaid coat
with hoodie after
leaving pal Gigi Hadid's
apartment in NYC
She's a new auntie

Jennifer Aniston
opens doors to Bel Air
home she shares with
husband Justin Theroux
as she declares there's
'nowhere else' she'd
rather be

How's the weather up
there? Kelly Rowland
sits at a separate table
to new Voice Australia
judge Joe Jonas as the
pair sip cocktails in
Sydney's Bondi

LA Laker Lonzo Ball,
20, expecting first child
with 'overwhelmed' high
school sweetheart
Denise Garcia
Babymama is reportedly
four months along

'Touched by an angel':
Halle Berry spends the
day with teen from
Make-A-Wish
Foundation
The 51-year-old actress
looked all smiles

'You have to know how
to watch your own
back': Ex-Trump staffer
Omarosa enters the
Celebrity Big Brother
house and talks White
House 'backstabbing'

PICTURED: Brad Pitt is
involved in a three-car
crash in Los Angeles...
and calmly exchanges
information with the two
other drivers
Did the right thing

'Working mom':
Jessica Alba
breastfeeds baby Hayes
in Instagram video after
attending a board
meeting
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Almost back at work 

Nasty split! RHONY
Ramona Singer's ex
Mario, 64, 'calls police
to remove mistress'
Kasey Dexter, 36, from
Florida home after
'catching her cheating'

Blonde ambition!
Charlotte McKinney and
AnnaLynne McCord
show off stylish
ensembles on the red
carpet premiere of First
We Take Brooklyn

'You're peacocking
right now': Taylor Swift
teases Ed Sheeran in
playful Instagram video
It's no surprise it's easy
for the pair to teach other
in new Instagram video

Kill Bill producer
apologizes to Uma
Thurman and insists he
'never hid' the horrific
Tarantino movie crash
that occurred on set
Lawrence Bender

Sienna Miller wows in
a pleated gown while
Poppy Delevingne
makes a statement in
lace dress as the blonde
beauties lead at amfAR
Gala in NYC

Mila Kunis and
husband Ashton
Kutcher coordinate in
casual wear while
grabbing green juice in
LA
Proud parents 

Cannot bear the cold!
Heidi Klum models
unique teddy coat
during New York City
shopping outing
Most models refuse point
blank to wear fur

Angelina Jolie and
Brad Pitt receive court
approval to extend
'temporary judge'
overseeing private
divorce
Received court approval

Love in the fast lane!
Race car driver Danica
Patrick enjoys romantic
day out at golf event
with her NFL
quarterback boyfriend
Aaron Rodgers

'I got to a point where I
thought - let it go!' Geri
Horner admits she had
given up hope for a
Spice Girls reunion...
but that fans should
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'watch this space' 

Going to pot? Paris
Jackson, 19, visits
marijuana dispensary in
Los Angeles in tiny tie-
dye shorts and hippie
top 
Michael Jackson's girl

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley shows off her
slender figure in a
belted denim jacket and
skintight PVC trousers
for NYC outing
Looked flawless 

Sleek and chic! Toni
Garrn and Armie
Hammer ooze glamour
at star-studded Hugo
Boss show
Both known for their sharp
sense of style

'Keep Doin' You!' Will
Smith posts parody of
son Jaden's Icon music
video as he
congratulates teen on
100 million Spotify
streams

'She had the most
beautiful legs': Music
legend Quincy Jones,
84, claims he used to
date Ivanka Trump, 36 -
but source close to first
daughter says NOT true

Kate Upton claims
Guess co-founder
grabbed her breasts the
first time they met to
'check they were real'
before forcibly kissing
and touching her

'Pregnant' Kate
Beckinsale smokes
cigarette while wearing
hospital gown on the
African set of The
Widow
Nominee puffed away

Separate homes! Kylie
Jenner, 20, 'does not
live with baby daddy
Travis Scott, 25'... even
though they looked in
love during reveal video
for daughter Stormi 

Kate Moss reveals how
she 'felt like the bee's
knees' when she lost
her virginity at 14 - the
same age her modeling
potential was spotted 

Bumping along nicely!
Pregnant actress
Kirsten Dunst wraps her
baby bump in tight
black maxi-dress while
out to lunch with fiance
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Jesse Plemons

'That was bad caption
timing!' Stormi Bree
insists she wasn't
shading the name of
Kylie Jenner's newborn
as she updates original
message

'It's just tasteless':
Sharon Tate's younger
sister Debra slams
Hilary Duff's 'tacky' and
'exploitative' film about
the actress's murder by
Charles Manson's cult 

The Night Manager's
Elizabeth Debicki insists
people won't recognize
her in the street... as
she poses in nude gown
for fashion shoot

Trump's bald spot
exposed: Gust of wind
flips the president's
wispy locks to reveal
seldom seen pale pink
patch of his head
Combover calamity

 Hippie chic! Cameron
Diaz rocks flowing
summery white dress as
she sips on iced coffee
in LA
The actress sipped on an
iced coffee 

'I'm very passionate
about color!' Nicole
Richie pairs pink pants
with orange turtleneck
for Makers Conference
in LA
Bubble-gum shades fan

'My baby is like a lil
Mozart!' Britney Spears
shares video of her son
beautifully playing
piano without a single
lesson 'in his life'
Talented 

'This is where she
would want me to be':
Don Lemon wipes away
tears during emotional
monologue as he
returns to TV after his
older sister drowned

'Do you not know
we're having another
baby?' Scott Disick had
no idea Kim Kardashian
was expecting third
child in clip from
upcoming KUWTK

'We're you new
neighbors!' Snooki and
the Jersey Shore gang
go wild in Miami in
VERY rowdy teaser
Features groping, boozing
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and grinding 

Nation Lampoon's
Summer Vacation actor
Mickey Jones passes
away at 76 after 'long
illness' 
Was the result of 'effects
of a long illness,' 

'I don't know these
people': Meghan Markle
'denied knowing her
own half-brother when
he asked for help
dealing with media'
Stunning claims

Sweet treat! Selena
Gomez indulges in
pancakes at IHOP in
West Hollywood... after
admitting she'll always
struggle with
depression

'Perfect bodies... tight
spandex... of course
people hook up!' Team
USA athletes reveal
intimate details about
raunchy dating scene at
Olympic Village

Make them an offer
they can't refuse: Lake
Tahoe property used as
Michael Corleone
command post in The
Godfather II goes on the
market for $3.7million

Kate Beckinsale makes
fun of Sarah
Silverman's split from
her ex Michael Sheen by
sending her a bag of
M&M's emblazoned with
the couple's faces

Twitter users poke fun
at serious flaw in
Dwayne Johnson's new
movie poster, which
shows him making a
scientifically-impossible
jump 

Mel B flashes a radiant
smile as she steps out
with daughter Madison
and hairdresser pal
Gary Madatyan in LA...
amid claims Spice Girls
are 'planning world tour'

Now that's a cold front!
Bella Hadid wears racy
peekaboo sweater
during rainy day in New
York
Model put on eye-popping
display

Rise and grind!
Pregnant Khloe
Kardashian keeps up
fitness fanatic
reputation with early
morning workout... two
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months before due date

Charlie Sheen
allegedly bragged he
had his assistant 'iced'
in accidental overdose
over $5M blackmail
scheme says  ex-pal
Lenny Dykstra

EXCLUSIVE: Aly
Raisman condemns
organizations that
allowed Larry Nassar to
prey on gymnasts for so
long, accusing them of
'putting money first'

All about body
confidence! Amy
Schumer proves she
has terrific legs as she
models micro mini skirt
and sexy pumps for first
I Feel Pretty poster

PICTURED: Scott Baio
looks tense picking his
dog up from the
groomers.... while sex
assault accuser Nicole
Eggert files police
report on the same day

Frasier star John
Mahoney died of
complications caused
by brain disorder, lung
cancer, seizures, kidney
disease and diabetes,
autopsy reveals

Gwyneth Paltrow dons
double denim for LA
photo shoot... after
mother Blythe Danner
gives her fiancé Brad
Falchuk the seal of
approval 

'He won't go there
again': Meghan McCain
says the President will
no longer criticize her
father's war service
after she had a 'nice'
phone chat with him

Oops! Duchess of
Cambridge gets in a
tight spot as her heel
gets STUCK in a metal
grate on her way to
open a new addiction
treatment center

'It's annoying!' Dakota
Johnson reveals Jamie
Dornan managed to
maintain his hunky Fifty
Shades body despite
chowing bread, cheese,
and candy 

Pamela Anderson
shows off her hourglass
curves in a fitted black
pencil dress as she
visits Julian Assange at
the Ecuadorian
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Embassy in London

'She suffered from
trauma': Ariana
Grande's manager
Scooter Braun reveals
singer 'cried for days' in
aftermath of Manchester
bombing

'I felt unlovable and
unworthy': Size 22
model Tess Holliday
reveals emotional story
behind her one and only
beauty pageant at age
13

Quick change!
Duchess of Cornwall
swaps neon pink for
electric blue to deliver a
passionate speech at a
reception for women in
journalism

Not so fast! Heidi
Klum, 44, flashes
sapphire ring on
wedding finger after
claims she's back with
Vito Schnabel... but all
is not what it seems

The XXX files! Gillian
Anderson, 49, poses
naked in 'liberating'
PETA ad for New York
Fashion Week
Wearing nothing but a
pair of cat ears

'I will battle depression
for the rest of my life':
Selena Gomez speaks
candidly on anxiety and
health woes as she
reflects on turbulent
past year

Model Lottie Moss cuts
a rock chic figure in a
leather jacket as she
cuddles up to party pal
Tallia Storm at
restaurant launch in
London

The King In The South!
Kit Harington films
Game Of Thrones in
King's Landing for first
time... as he enjoys
sneaky smoke between
takes

Nothing rains on her
fashion parade!
AnnaLynne McCord
looks chic in long coat..
after revealing feud with
90210 co-star Shenae
Grimes

Kaya Scodelario
details breastfeeding in
front of male co-stars
on Maze Runner set ...
as she speaks about
traumatic childhood
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sexual assault

Leighton Meester
helped fund the sex
change of Vanderpump
Rules' SUR hostess
Billie Lee by employing
her as hair and makeup
artist

City girl! Kaia Gerber
bundles up in PVC
jacket and statement
top as she steps out in
New York City in style...
just one day before
Fashion Week

'I've waited seven
years for this':
Transgender model who
was sacked by L'Oréal
over racism comments
reveals results of facial
feminization surgery

Ivanka Trump cuts a
cool figure as she steps
out in a $5,200 coat and
dark shades - but leaves
her legs BARE, despite
the bitter D.C.
temperatures

Let's get this show on
the road! Robert De
Niro, 74,  transforms
into hitman Frank
Sheeran as he climbs
into truck while filming
The Irishman

Heating up the
Bahamas! Victoria's
Secret stunner Elsa
Hosk, 29, models the
skimpy bikini she
designed for Solid &
Striped Swim Team

Chic Winnie Harlow
looks catwalk ready in
racy leather leggings
and furry jacket as she
steps out in New York
City 
Stunning model

'Current mood': Model
Stormi Bree seemingly
throws shade at Kylie
Jenner over newborn
daughter's name as she
shares photo with
annoyed expression

'Honey, give it a
minute!' Miranda Kerr
reveals her son
demanded to know if
she was pregnant the
day after she got
married

Kylie Jenner's first
snap of newborn girl 
Stormi is already the
MOST LIKED photo on
Instagram with over 13.6
MILLION in just 19
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hours

'All went well in
surgery': Alec Baldwin,
59, is recovering after
hip replacement with
pregnant wife Hilaria by
his side 
Went on social media

What the fork? Age-
defying Madonna
reveals the secret to her
youthful appearance as
she receives bizarre
microcurrent facial in
kooky Instagram clip

Tom Cruise nosedives
in death-defying SOLO
helicopter stunt for
Mission: Impossible 6...
after breaking his ankle
during high-octane
building jump scene

Suicide rate increased
10% after actor Robin
Williams took his own
life in 2014, new report
reveals
Sharp increase in
'copycat' suicides

Logan Paul 'makes
citizen arrest after
finding intruder
CHARGING HIS PHONE
in living room' of his
home after suicide
video controversy

'What's the most pain
you've ever felt?'
Thrilling new Deadpool
2 trailer introduces Josh
Brolin as time-traveling
mutant super-soldier
Cable

Victoria's Secret model
Jourdan Dunn sizzles in
sexy cut-out whitone-
piece as she flaunts her
washboard abs for
sultry swimsuit
campaign

Roman Polanski
accuser Samantha
Geimer slams Quentin
Tarantino's claims she
was 'down to party'
when she was 'raped
and sodomized aged 13'

Today's headlines
Most Read

African American speed skater Shani
Davis BOYCOTTS the Winter Olympic
opening ceremony in 'race row' as...

EXCLUSIVE: Rob Porter's ex-girlfriend told
White House Chief of Staff in OCTOBER that
his ex-wives were...

Revealed: The one question doctors
should ask to determine whether a woman
will have a baby
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Open for business! Trump signs federal
funding measure after surprise shutdown
sparked by Republican Rand...

Underwater photos of 'sunken treasure'
sparks MH370 conspiracy theories after
vessel searching for the...

'Hi Sylvia': Mob boss 'Skinny Joey' Merlino
and his crew 'greet juror by name' as she
waits by the elevator...

Ex-Virginia Tech student, 20, pleads no
contest to murder of 13-year-old girl 'he
had an improper...

Mother-of-seven, 34, who had failed to
properly protect her children, receives a
reduced sentence for check...

Amazon is planning to launch its own
delivery service in bid against FedEx and
UPS, report claims

Father beats his daughter, 15, and his wife to
death, hides their bodies in the bathtub and
then attacks his...

Uber agrees to surprise $245MILLION
settlement with Google's Waymo on day
four of trial where the...

'Quincy Jones is losing his mind': Richard
Pryor's daughter calls music legend's claim
that her dad had sex...

Let the 'peace Olympics' begin: Kim Jong-
un's sister sits just one row behind US
Vice President Mike Pence...

Flaming hell, that’s phallic! Stunning Olympic
torch lighting ceremony is ridiculed as 30
rings of fire rise...

Danish prince rushes home from the
Winter Olympics to be with his sick father,
Prince Henrik, as his...

He's oiled up again! Topless Tongan who
stole the show at Rio strips off at Winter
Olympics as his country's...

Looking for love at the Winter Olympics:
Ski jumpers, figure skaters and
snowboarders searching for a date...

Rough start for TEAM USA! Figure skater
Nathan Chen, 18, suffers dramatic fall during
Olympic debut and...

'We're here. We're queer. Get used to it':
Olympians Gus Kenworthy and Adam
Rippon share a kiss and make...

Mike Pence meets father of the late North
Korea detainee Otto Warmbier in
Pyeongchang after inviting him as...

Top Olympic figure skater's crusade
against the dog meat trade: Medal hopeful
encourages athletes to rescue...

Horrifying video of father using HOT SAUCE
to potty train his toddler son sparks police
child abuse...

Apple's £319 HomePod smart speaker
aimed at music lovers goes on sale
TODAY as the firm joins the battle to...

Apple says it is investigating claims that its
AirPods ‘blew up’ in a Florida man’s ear while
he was working...

Wendy Williams dubs Meghan Markle a
'random princess' as she reveals Prince
Harry's bride-to-be once applied...

‘My mental health would be tested!’ Prince
William jokes about the prospect of pregnant
Kate having TWINS –...

Kate and William's wedding harpist
reveals how chronic fatigue almost ruined
her glittering career as a...

The royal ram! Prince Charles greets
members of the Mercian Regiment on a visit
to Salisbury - including its...

Emotional moment a wheelchair-bound
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stroke victim is reunited with his beloved
service husky Zeus after a...
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